Solution Brief

SECUREAUTH® INTELLIGENT
IDENTITY CLOUD SERVICE
Cloud Delivered Intelligence for Better Security

The SecureAuth Intelligent Identity Cloud delivers out of the box functionality that enables highly flexible and highly secure
experiences for every identity, without the need for cumbersome implementations and integrations with third party services,
and without any additional cost. The cloud-based service immediately provides key building blocks to enhance your identity
management program including a big-data approach to identity intelligence that informs a broad set of adaptive authentication
risk checks to increase identity security by identifying legitimate users and stopping bad actors.
With a focus on security, user experience,
analytics, administration and extensibility, the
service simplifies the delivery of extremely secure,
streamlined user experiences and provides deeper
visibility into the authentication attempts of all your
identities. The cloud service delivers over 5 million
transactions daily within milliseconds of request,
ensuring all users enjoy a secure and seamless
experience when authenticating.
The service is available to all SecureAuth
Identity Platform customers with active support
agreements. It is also available to customers of
other IAM products through integration modules
and/or services including Ping Identity, Duo
Security, Okta, OneLogin, CA SiteMinder, Oracle
and ForgeRock.  
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Simplify the Delivery of Extremely Secure, Streamlined User Experiences
Security
Out of the box, the Intelligent Identity Cloud service enables a broad range of multi-factor authentication methods including onetime passwords (OTPs), certificates, identification cards and other advanced factors, such as symbol-to-accept and fingerprint
and facial biometrics.
Going beyond basic risk checks, the service provides dynamic threat intelligence to identify fine-grained signals that indicate
a potential risk. The service analyzes a range of threat data and cultivated threat intelligence to identify a wide spectrum
of known attackers. With this analysis, the service brings intelligence to the authentication process, identifying a variety of
potential risks including phone fraud (type, location and port status), credential stuffing and malicious IPs (anonymous proxies
and IPs involved in previous attacks). The service also leverages machine learning to analyze user authentication behavior over
time and pinpoint anomalies. Simply turn on the service to enhance the security of all your identities.
The Intelligent Identity Cloud service includes nearly a dozen other adaptive risk checks that inspect characteristics of an
access request including the device and location and risk scores from other security solutions, if available. These checks
are invisible to users and only trigger action if risk is present, ensuring that you maintain a seamless user experience while
delivering strong security to protect your organization and your identities.
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User Experience
The Intelligent Identity Cloud service enables
a seamless user experience across all your
systems and applications — cloud, on-prem,
legacy and homegrown. The service delivers the
flexibility to meet customer needs for choice
in authentication methods, single sign-on to
streamline and unify the log in experience
and self-service to keep customers and
employees in control of their interactions and
their data. Adaptive authentication enhances
security without adding user disruptions further
enhancing experience. With the flexibility
and speed of the cloud, you can offer secure
and seamless access to your entire estate,
regardless of where, what the system or
application is or how it is accessed. Drive
customer engagement, enhance employee
productivity, reduce overhead and enable digital
transformations with SecureAuth.
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Analytics
Our Identity Security Intelligence dashboard brings out-of-the-box visibility to key metrics for your identity security status. Data
presented includes number of logins, login by system, successful vs failed logins, MFA methods used, and more. By leveraging
the Intelligent Identity Cloud service for real-time data collection, SecureAuth provides analysts with immediate identity security
intelligence to monitor authentication trends in their environment and respond to potential risks.  

Extensibility
With the Intelligent Identity Cloud service, you can leverage existing investments in threat intelligence and other security
solutions, such as PAM, SIEM, IGA, and UEBA, to enhance your security posture. Through our APIs and pre-built integrations,
additional intelligence can be included for analysis in the adaptive authentication process, enabling you to also bring your
own data such as industry specific risk and threat intelligence. With this option, the service expands your ability to separate
legitimate users from bad actors and protect your organization and the identities that connect to it.

Administration
The Intelligent Identity Cloud service reduces administrative effort and time while accelerating the onboarding of new
applications by harnessing the cloud to centrally create and manage application templates, policies and settings. This modular
approach enables the quick creation of highly flexible workflows and engaging experiences for workforce and customer
identities. It ensures any changes in policies and settings are made once and enforced globally enhancing your security
posture. Administering strong security and good user experience can be complex, but it does not have to be with SecureAuth.  

About SecureAuth
SecureAuth, the secure identity company, provides the most advanced identity security solution for large organizations globally
to enable secure access to systems, applications, and data. Our customers leverage our flexible, enterprise-grade identity and
access platform coupled with the SecureAuth Intelligent Identity Cloud service to deliver the most secure, frictionless user
experience for their customers, partners and employees, everywhere, exponentially reducing the threat surface, enabling user
adoption and meeting business demands. To learn more, visit www.secureauth.com, or connect with us at info@secureauth.
com, Twitter, and LinkedIn.
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